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Cooking fever apk ios

Open the Mac App Store and buy and download apps. Cook delicious meals and desserts from around the world in this free addictive time-management game! With a wide selection of unique places and restaurants, from desserts and fast food to Indian and Chinese cuisine, you will be able to practice your skills in a variety of cooking settings and
techniques. Use hundreds of delicious ingredients to cook the most delicious dishes. Try all possible kitchen appliances, from coffee machines and rice cookers to pizza ovens and popcorn manufacturers. Decorate your restaurants to attract more clients. Create your own for free, such as biscuits or cupcakes, to make your customers' experiences more
personal and memorable – as well as in real life! Upgrade your kitchen and produce an even larger range of dishes. Oh, and we said this game is as addictive and engrossing as fever? Have fun cooking and don't forget to share your delicious meals with your friends on Facebook! Features:• Thousands of delicious cooking dishes with hundreds of the most
delicious ingredients• Huge selection of world-famous kitchens• More than 1,000 levels to complete• Hundreds and hundreds of improvements for your kitchen appliances and interiorsIMPORTANT NOTE: Cooking Fever requires internet access to play. The game uses a small amount of data for features such as our daily rewards, restoring lost game
progress, tournaments, challenges and other game enhancements. 7. Dez. 2020 Version 11.0.0 Now that crazy dog carnival has arrived in the city, it's time to get festive! Enjoy a wonderful and warm evening under the starry sky. You could even end up the star of our carnival – open the best food truck and attract crowds of visitors! Draw them with your
amazing, legendary double hot dogs and candy apples. They are as beautiful and fabulous as they would be straight out of a fairy tale. Show off your advanced cooking skills to customers and let the fun get started! This game is great, but I have one problem that causes me a lot of pain in getting new restaurants and levels. It's gems, they're hard to get and
just happen to be the main way to unlock things. I don't think it's that bad if you drive except for the fact that you can just get their settlement (which can last forever depending on your level) and go to the casino and spend money to get a disappearing chance of getting it. I've been trying to upgrade my stuff, repeating the last level at my default restaurant that
gives the most money and experience, but I'm getting a few gems to get what I need. I think the amount of gems needed to level things up has to be lower because not many people are going to spend money on a game they just want to play in their spare time. Maybe 5 gems max out at the cost of new customizations. The amount of gems for buying
restaurants I feel are fine, but if you have willing to change it I think a maximum of 20 gems would be good. I also think that achievements would give you some gems as well, it's not fair to get a lot of coins and not be able to use them when you don't have enough gems that are also needed for upgrades. I think achievements should give at least one or two
gems every time you complete one. Thank you for reading. This game is great and I absolutely love playing it, but I'm seriously rethinking to find a new cooking game to play. Gems are basically what runs the whole game and are very hard to come by. You only get to sign up every day (only after a week doing so daily) and then you only get 2 every day, or a
settlement that can take quite some time depending on your level and limiting upgrades, or trying your luck in the casino and eventually buying. Basically, you have to buy them. You get tons of coins on coins, but can't do anything with them except play casino or go shopping for a new restaurant (along with 20-30 gems). There must be a way to buy gems
with coins or more ways to make coins easier. I bought over 1,200 gems at the sale when you can buy 300 for $9.99, but it still didn't get me very far. I've already unlocked two completely different worlds with new restaurants and I'm still stuck playing at the same level because I don't have enough gems to level any of my food/kitchen equipment or the interior
of my restaurant lobby. Some of the simple upgrades for kitchen stuff take up to 20 gems just to upgrade one level out of three for each ingredient and cooking item. Please seriously consider some changes in this because I do not want to stop playing, but I will be forced like my son because of the lack of gems. I don't want to spend money all the time just to
be able to play it. To be honest, it's one of my favorite games on my iPad and it's really fun. And one thing I love is that you cook too much and it's a challenge. But when I unlock a new restaurant I get so excited, but it cost a lot of money. And sometimes you have to remade the levels, so if you get this game you have to work harder. And remember, you
have to remade the levels sometimes and all that. But I'm glad that in a game at some level you get an automatic cooking machine it's really useful if a lot of times you have as many customers, I think it's much faster when you have Max upgraded for hotdogs or burgers. I highly recommend and think you really should get it when you have your gems. Save
because it is really useful if you want to play the game a lot and you really want to do you like upgrades and want to unlock new sites as far as I had it I did not have a lot of money but now I have a lot because of the machine. This game has so many things and I'm really happy because it they have a lot of ads and it's really realistic to bunch like in real life.
But I feel like cupcakes should be like you could spend money on them both for upgrades because of bacteria and so I don't think so. This is my review and I really love the game, please get it if you have a chance. The developer, Nordcurrent UAB, did not provide details about its privacy practices and Apple's data manipulation. For more information, see the
developer's privacy policy. The developer will need to provide privacy details when sending the next app update. Developer website App Support Privacy Policy Cooking Fever 11.0.0 Update 11.0.0 2020-12-07 Now that the Crazy Dog's Carnival has arrived in the city, it's time to get festive! Enjoy a wonderful and warm evening under the starry sky. You could
even end up the star of our carnival – open the best food truck and attract crowds of visitors! Draw them with your amazing, legendary double hot dogs and candy apples. They are as beautiful and fabulous as they would be straight out of a fairy tale. Show off your advanced cooking skills to customers and let the fun get started! 10.0.0 2020-10-19 Do you
hear the sound of balakaika and bayan? Welcome to The Three Matryoshkas, my friend! Surprise your visitors with handmade dumplings and salty borscht, offer them the freshest bread with caviar and pour hot tea from the true vintage samovar: a real afterthought on long, dark winter evenings! 9.0.4 2020-09-23 Various minor improvements to make your
gaming experience better. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests &amp; more fun. 9.0.3 2020-09-10 Various minor improvements to improve your gaming experience. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We
also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests &amp; more fun. 9.0.2 2020-08-24 Various minor enhancements to make your gaming experience better. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests &amp; more fun. 9.0.1
2020-07-15 Various minor improvements to improve your gaming experience. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests &amp; more fun. 9.0.0 2020-07-08 Now is your chance to brew the tastiest coffee in the world ever tasted! Test your skills at
the new Sunset Café, where the delicious smell of freshly brewed drinks always lingers in the air. Serve flavorful coffee, cook delicious sandwiches, and enjoy new and exciting game mechanics! It's time to make coffee! 8.1 2020-05-11 Various minor enhancements to improve your gaming experience. Make sure your game is up to date so you can The best
time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests &amp; more fun. 8.0.2 2020-04-06 Various minor enhancements to improve your gaming experience. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests &amp; more
fun. 8.0.1 2020-03-11 The smell of fresh puff pastry persists around the Alpine resort. A new restaurant has opened! Get that roller, knead that dough-ready to wave to customers at the new Pastry Cottage! 8.0.0 2020-03-09 The smell of fresh puff pastry persists around the Alpine resort. A new restaurant has opened! Get that roller, knead that dough-ready
to wave to customers at the new Pastry Cottage! 7.0.2 2020-02-02 Valentine's Day event added for all our players. 7.0.1 2019-12-17 Various minor enhancements to improve your gaming experience. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook for various Contests
&amp; more fun. 7.0.0 2019-12-04 Hard Rock Cafe® is here! Have you ever wanted to rock out while cooking? Now is your chance as a Hard Rock Cafe® finally arrived! Enjoy the amazing atmosphere, clients of rock stars and delicious food. Burgers, ribs, fries, nachos - what are you waiting for! Get your rock on at the new Hard Rock Cafe®! 6.0.2 2019-10-
28 Various minor enhancements that give you a consistent gaming experience. Make sure your game is up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook, for various contests &amp; more fun. 6.0.1 2019-10-08 Various minor enhancements to improve your gaming experience. Make sure your game is
up to date so you can have the best time to play! We also recommend joining our community on Facebook, for various contests &amp; more fun. 6.0 2019-09-24 Tasty flavors, amazing smells and sizzling sounds in Dragon Wok – Alpine Resort's newest restaurant! Treat your customers to silky tofu, delicious wok pork or fine eggplant and serve them with
fresh salad. But if your customers are still hungry, then Dragon Wok has a signature Hot Noodle Soup and Nutritious Soy Milk! Jump right in and get sizzling in Dragon Wok! 5.1 2019-09-05 Minor bug fixes 5.0 2019-06-06 If you want fresh organic food, come to the latest restaurant of alpine resort - Vegan Peak! Grill nutritious peppers, corn cobs and eggplant
and serve them a first class organic salad! Entice and please your customers with mouthwatering soups and organic fruit smoothies. Many delicious plant-based dishes are now available on Vegan Peak! 4.0.1 2019-03-07 A new restaurant has been opened! Michelle's confectionery is here to satisfy everyone's sweet tooth! Make chocolate bars, rubber bears
and a swirling lollipop! Michelle's Confectionery is Alpine Resort's Most Restaurant! Your clients will not be able to resist! 4.0 2019-03-05 A new restaurant has been opened! Michelle's confectionery is here to satisfy everyone's sweet tooth! Make chocolate bars, rubber bears and a swirling lollipop! Michelle's Patisserie is Alpine Resort's most colorful
restaurant! Your clients will not be able to resist! 3.1.0 2019-01-29 Added traditional Chinese language 3.0.0 2018-12-04 The new restaurant is here! The smell of freshly made sandwiches is waving over Paradise Island. What could it be? Of course, it's the new Sandwich Shop! Cook delicious leg-long submarines, toast delicious square sandwiches, make
some hot soups and serve other exciting dishes to your customers! Don't forget to let your customers enjoy homemade lemonade and chocolate chip biscuits if they feel like something sweeter. Sandwich Shop is here to meet the needs of every customer! 2.9.1 2018-11-12 Mediterranean vibes are coming to Paradise Island. Surprise your customers with
gyroscopes and freshly cooked mackerel! Dazzle your day with delicious desserts like bougatsa, kataifi, halfa and baklava! Dance your way to the new Greek Sirtaki Taverna! We've made some minor game improvements to give you a better gaming experience. Enjoy the game and have fun! 2.9.0 2018-09-24 Mediterranean vibes are coming to Paradise
Island. Surprise your customers with gyroscopes and freshly cooked mackerel! Dazzle your day with delicious desserts like bougatsa, kataifi, halfa and baklava! Dance your way to the new Greek Sirtaki Taverna! 2.8.1 2018-08-27 We have made some minor game improvements to give you a better gaming experience. Enjoy the game and have fun! 2.8.0
2018-07-12 Have you ever wanted to cook your own ribs or T-Bone steaks? Well, now's your chance at the new Alpine Palace of Meat! Serve your customers steaks or ribs cooked to perfection, offered with fresh vegetables and crispy onion rings. And if your customers are still not full, give them the best apple pies they have ever tried! 2.7.0 2018-03-20
Asian food scents are wafting around Paradise Island. A new Thai food stand has popped up on one of the islands! New authentic dishes, exciting mechanics and addictive gameplay await you in the new restaurant! Serve crispy duck noodles, beef slices with rice, bags of soda, mango sticky rice and many other authentic Thai foods! Don't wait any longer to
get your own Thai Food Stand right now! 2.6.2 2017-12-11 Minor bug fixes 2.6.0 2017-11-30 Cold snap struck Alpine Resort, and your customers feel cold and tired. It's time to put another pep in their stride because Michelle Café has arrived in cooking fever! Warm up your customers with freshly brewed hot coffee. Why are you waiting? Unlock the new
restaurant right now! We have a surprise for you - check out the official Coca-Cola drinks at Fast Food Court, Pizzeria, Sushi Restaurant Corn dog Van! 2.5.2 2017-11-06 - We've made some minor game improvements to give you a better gaming experience. Enjoy the game and have fun!- Performance improvements 2.5.1 2017-10-16 Minor bug fixes. 2.5.0
2017-09-18 All the top cooks of the cooking fever were waiting for the challenge... and HELL kitchen has finally arrived! This restaurant will test your skills, develop your strengths, and make you work hard if you want to earn a chef's degree! Excellent dishes like Pan-Seared Tuna, Ginger Caramelized Carrots, Raspberry Crémeux Cakes and many more are
waiting for readiness. Do you think you can cook at the highest level? Enter hell kitchen and find out! 2.4.2 2017-07-17 Minor bug fixes 2.4.1 2017-06-14 • Aloha! Listen to Tiki chants coming from the new restaurant! Ever wanted to try serving authentic dishes like Laulau, or some refreshing Hawaiian ice shaving for your cool customers? Well now is your
chance to get acquainted with Hawaiian cuisine, so enjoy the ukulele and rush to the new Aloha Bistro!• Cooking Fever now requires internet access in order to play. The game uses a small amount of data for features like our cooking fever daily rewards, restoring lost game progress, and other game enhancements. We hope you have a great time running
our newest restaurant! 2.4 2017-06-12 • Aloha! Listen to Tiki chants coming from the new restaurant! Ever wanted to try serving authentic dishes like Laulau, or some refreshing Hawaiian ice shaving for your cool customers? Well now is your chance to get acquainted with Hawaiian cuisine, so enjoy the ukulele and rush to the new Aloha Bistro!• Cooking
Fever now requires internet access in order to play. The game uses a small amount of data for features like our cooking fever daily rewards, restoring lost game progress, and other game enhancements. We hope you have a great time running our newest restaurant! 2.3.1 2017-03-16 Minor bug fixes 2.3 2017-03-09 Spring is coming, and so is the new
restaurant! Salad bar has arrived in cooking fever! Serve healthy salads, vegetarian smoothies and wraps! Customers can't wait for your delicious dishes, so grab a chef's hat and start cooking at a new and fresh salad bar! 2.2.5 2017-01-25 Minor bug fixes. 2.2.4 2016-12-29 Minor bug fixes 2.2.3 2016-12-19 Minor bug fixes 2.2 2016-11-17 All new and
exciting Italian buffet came on cooking fever! Experience authentic Italian gastronomy - spaghetti, ravioli, panettone! No customer can resist the smell of fresh basil and olives. 2.1.3 2016-11-09 Minor bug fixes
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